
I  Research Notes and Queries

ANNE F. SUTTON .  ,
John  Buck

There is so little  known  about this  Yorkist  ancestor of Sir  George, Buck, the
author  of The  History of King Richard  the  Third  (now  available in the scholarly
edition of Arthur N. Kincaid), that  even  the most insignificant scrap is worthy of
attention.  It is  generally assumed  that  John Buck was a  member' of the  Yorkist
royal  household, although not in the  eminent office ascribed  to him by his
descendant. This seems  to be  confirmed  by_ the accounts of the  churchwardens  of
St Margaret’s  Westminster  which  contain  many entries,  usually of burials,
relating to  members  of the royal  household.  These accounts contain  four  entries
relating to  a  John  Buck and one to  a  Beatrice. If the  John  Buck who  died  1497-8
is indeed the Yorkist  ancestor  of Sir  George, it has to be  concluded  that Sir
George was wrong in  saying John  was executed  after  the battle of Bosworth and
also that John  managed to  recover from  his attainder at that  time.
The entries are as follows: ——
For the  year  May 1474 to May 1475

Item at the buryng of  a  childe of  John Bukke  for nj tapers—iitijd. Item at the burying
of  John Bukke chylde  for ij tapers—iiijd. Westminster City Library:
Churchwardens’ Accounts of St Margaret  Westminster  1460—1510,pp.105,110.

For the  year  May 1490 to May 1491.
Item  atte  bureyng of Betres Buk for I] tapres—ijd.  ibid..  p.  2.67

For the  year  May 1497 to May 1498
Item  John  Buk iiij tapres—viijd.  Item at John  Bukkes  monethes  mynde  iiij
tapres—viijd.  ibid.,  p.332.

BL. Harleian MS.433

Dr.  Rosemary Horrox  is at  present  compiling the; index to  volume  one of the
printed  edition of this  manuscript  and  would  be most grateful if any member  could
help her with the  identification  of the  places listed  below. Suggestions, with details
of location or the  printed  source of the  information, should  be  sent direct  to her at
28 Railway Street, Beverley, HU17  ODX:

Cumberland:  Merton, manor (late  of Thomas St.  Leger) p. 212
Devon:  Estonhous (bailiff 00 p.204, Holrig (parker  of) p.140,  Kirrybullok
(parker  of) p. 204, Norton Dawncy (part  of the carldom of  Devon) p. 212,
Sutton Pole (bailiff 00 p. 204
Dorset.  Caundel  Chidiok p. 25 l.
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The  death  of  Queen Anne  Neville
It is  frequently asserted  that  Anne  Neville  died of tuberculosis, sometimes

given  the name of  consumption with  all its nineteenth  century Romantic
overtones. The considerable  vogue  of P. M. Kendall’s  Richard [11 must be held
responsible  for the  wide  currency of  this  view  among popular writers, particularly
novelists, since  1955. Kendall assumes Anne was  delicate, a  fairly reasonable
assumption as she died before she was  thirty and had only one son, as far as we
know, who died as  a  child. The early death  of her only sister after the birth  of her
fourth child is  also  taken as evidence of both  sisters’ delicacy but with  less reason,
given  the  high  mortality of  women  in child  birth  before the  twentieth century.
Isabel is  also  suggested as  a  probable  victim  of  tuberculosis  by Kendall although
child  birth  complications  seem more likely in her  case. As Isabel died in  1477, six
years before  Anne, it is unlikely she caused her  sister’s illness.  Kendall  pictures
Queen Anne in decline from the  death  of her son in April  1484, taking to her bed
in January/February and  dying 16 March 1485. He carefully gives  his reasons for
assuming tuberculosis as  Anne’s youth  and the infectious nature of the  disease
and he refers to the  Croyland Chronicle  as his contemporary source  (Kendall,
pp.303, 325, 486).  None of  what  Kendall suggests is, however, new and in
Caroline Halsted’s  Life  of Richard  III,  published  111  years  before, one can  trace
his  inspiration  for  this interpretation, as for so  many others.  Halsted referred to
Anne’s disease  as consumption and traces its progress in terms similar to  those  of
Kendall  (pp.375—9, 392—4); other writers  in her  vein  are A. O.  Legge, The
Unpopular King published  in 1855 (II p.175) and C. R.  Markham’s  Richard  III
of  1906  (pp.  139—40, 228).

George Buck’s  History of Richard  111 published in  1646  and the  Croyland
Chronicle  written  months after Richard III’s  death  were Halsted’s  main sources.
Buck  was the first historian to use the word ‘consumption' to  describe the  Queen’s
death (IV, p.128) and he, too, referred to the  Croyland Chronicle.  The diagnosis
thus turns  finally on the words of this  well informed writer.  The chronicle  makes
no reference to the  Queen’s health failing upon  the death of her son but he  does
clearly say that  her  death  was  ‘anticipated’ at  Christmas 1484.  A few  days  after
the  festivities  she fell very ill and  there  was  a  feeling abroad that  her  illness  was
increased because the  King shunned her bed  saying this  was on the advice of his
doctors.  A month  later  she  died  (trans. H. T.  Riley, 1854, p.499).  From  this
meagre evidence  can  a  twentieth  century doctor justifiably diagnose tuberculosis?
The length of the  Queen’s illness, from before Christmas to her  death  in the middle
of March, is entirely consistent with  the disease and so is the suspicion of the
doctors  that  it was infectious and possibly dangerous to the King.  Tuberculosis
induces drenching sweats and  such a symptom  would  have been  highly alarming
to the  royal physicians; violent coughing and  coughing of  blood  also  occur.
Thirdly, a  severe shock such as the  death  of her son could  have  caused the  onset
of illness in the  Queen  if she carried  a latent  infection with tuberculosis. The
treatment that  her  doctors  would  have  advised was  more  governed by superstition
than  knowledge or reason. Good diet and personal  hygiene  were  among the  most
sensible regimes  they could have  urggd, while the drugs prescribed  might have
included  garlic, mercury and arsenic, the  last  two now recognised poisons.

As it can be concluded, on the evidence of the  Croyland Chronicle  alone,
that  Queen Anne may possibly have been  a victim  of  tuberculosis, it remains  only
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to end  with  some medical words of warning on  this disease, the cure for which
was only discovered in the 1940s. It is an infectious  disease, the infection being
mainly transmitted by the  sputum  and other  excreta  of man and by the  milk  and
excreta  of animals. Anne Neville would therefore  have  had to  contract  the disease
from  a  previous  victim. Healthy living conditions (Anne  would have  had the best
available) lessen the  likelihood  of the  onset  of the  illness after  infection. The
disease  cannot  be inherited; this needs to be  emphasized  as it is the  most
frequently repeated of the old  wife’s  tales. Even if her  sister died of it there was no
hereditary reason  why Anne should die of it. Ironically both  sisters’ deaths  were
attributed  to poison in  some quarters. (See J. Crofton & A.  Douglas, Respiratory
Diseases  (1976), pp.l92—9 and Chambers’s  Encyclopaedia.  I am indebted to the
advice of Dr. P. H.  Sutton, F.R.C.P.).

The  Stanleys before  Bosworth
Mr. Peter Hammond has sent the  following note: _

The traditional story that  Lord  Stanley, leaving Richard III to  visit  his
estates some  time before  Bosworth, was ordered by the  King, suspicious  of his
loyalty, to send his son  George  in his  stead  as a  hostage,  is  well  known. It takes
various  forms, and  various dates  are  given  for  each phase, Kendall for  example
(Richard  111,  London 1955, p.334) says  Stanley left  soon  after Richard reached
Nottingham, i.e.  soon  after  9 June. This diversity is due to the fact  that  very little
evidence  exists  to confirm the  details  of the  story.  It  seems to depend originally on
the account in the Croyland Chronicle  (Ingulph’s Chronicle etc,  edited by H. T.
Riley, 1854, p.501) which  states that  a  short while before Henry Tudor landed (on
7 August) Lord  Stanley had received permission to leave  Richard’s  Household (of
which  he was Steward) and  visit  his home, where he was permitted to  stay on
condition  of  sending his son to  Nottingham.  How  long ‘a short  while’ is has not
apparently ever been the subject of serious  enquiry.  However Mrs Brenda Lloyd,
lately Research Officer of the Greater Manchester  Branch, has recently
discovered  a  reference to  a  deed  which  throws  some light on this obscure point. A
reference in James  Croston’s  County Families  in  Lancashire  and  Cheshire
(Manchester 1887, p.25) led her to an  older  book  by William  Beamont, Annals  of
the  Lords  of Warrington  and  Bewsey (Manchester 1873) in which  a  deed drawn
up and witnessed at Bewsey, Warrington, Lancashire by both  Lords Stanley and
Strange is discussed (Beamont, pp.343—4). This deed  is  dated  18 July 1485.  Mrs.
Lloyd  has confirmed  that  it  still exists, and  that  Stanley and  Strange  are indeed
named as  witnesses.  At  that time  it  seems  virtually certain that  a  named witness to
a  deed  would  have  been present  when  it was  sealed, and  could  not send his  seal
from elsewhere. Croston  (op.  cit., p.26) in  fact  refers to another  ‘deed  of  a  similar
character, dated  at  Lathom  two or  three  weeks Eater, in which the  same names  .  .  .
occur as  witnesses’.  Mrs Lloyd has  been  unable to confirm the existence of  this
last  deed, it  does  not  seem  to be still  among the Lilford papers as Croston stated,
all of  which  are now in the Lancashire Record  Office  at Preston. However  what
has  been  done is  enough  to  cast  some doubt  on the traditional story of Lord
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Strange’s immediately replacing his father at Richard’s court. If neither of  them
were  at  Nottingham  on 18th July, and  possibly still not there in the first week of
August (if Croston is to be believed), there is  very little time, if any, for the
traditional  story as  given  by the Croyland  Chronicler.  At the  very least, these
deeds  give  us  fixed points  for the movements of the Stanleys, and show the
Chronicler’ saccount to be somewhat  misleading. .-
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